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Drinking Laws Have Little Effect On Consumption
by Karen Jurgensen

Staff Writer

Experts on drinking behavior
concluded at a symposium here Thursday
that the present laws on alcohol
consumption have relatively little
influence on drinking habits.

Sponsored by UNCs Center for
Alcohol Studies, the public meeting
Thursday in The Institute of Government

presented a summary of a preceding
two-da- y symposium to examine legal
influences on the use and abuse of
alcoholic beverages.

Present at the meeting were authorities
from California, Kentucky, Canada,
Virginia and North Carolina.

Some conclusions given by John A.
Ewing, UNC professor of psychiatry,
were that "alcohol consumption is here
to stay," and that the costs in terms of

health family life and money are
enormous.

He said that the group 2greed there is a

need to try to cut heavy consumption of
alcohoL

Ewing emphasized the need for
alcohol education. It should be, he said
"education with emphasis on knowledge
and freedom of choice." Students and
adults must be taught that alcohol can be
consumed with moderation and that

At Smith-UN- C Exchange

Speaking of the Jnnkir.g patterr.s of
the yOur.g in affluent communities.
Globetti aid the young are irttroiucd to
alcohol outside the home and that their
drinking is isolated from jocial norms,
thus leading to more dangerous behavior.

The attitude of the people in a pven
state has more bearing on drinking than
laws do," said Wayne Werner. Executive
Director. Middle Atlantic Institute for the
Study of Alcohol and Drugs.

Womer said also that there are four
states, of which North Carolina is one.
which do not allow the sale of liquor by
the drink.

The per capita consumption of alcohol
is lower in those states, Womer said, not
because of the laws but because of the
attitudes of the people.

In discussing the pros and cons of the
influence of advertising on drinking, the
point was raised that 10 per cent of the
American population consumes 60 per
cent of the alcohol and, of that, six per

strongest effect, he said, is good times
versus bad times.

Room went on to say studies have
shown regional differences within the
United States in drinking patterns.

The heaviest drinking was found to be
centered in the Northeast and the West
Coast. Drinkers in these two areas tend to
be steady drinkers. Diseases associated
with habitual drinking were found to be
more prevalent in these areas also.

Social consequences of drslking were
found to be the greatest in the South.
The social attitude, he said, is that getting
drunk is considered a "time out" from
normal behavior. Consequently, drinking
tends to be explosive, uncontrolled and
violent.

It is this behavior while drunk that
must be dealt with in the South, Room

said
The need for educating the young and

old about alcohol was emphasized by
Gerald Globetti, director of the Center
for Alcohol Education at Murray State
University in Kentucky.

alcoholism is escapism.
The long-ran-ge goal of education,

Ewing said, should be the development of
relaxed and objective attitudes towards
drinking that would lead to moderation.

"If social and economic aspects of the
law outweigh the benefits of the law then
it should be repealed," concluded Ira
Cisin, professor of sociology at the
Western Office of George Washington
University in Berkeley, California.

He said such factors as age, sex,
customs, peer groups and economic status
have greater effects on drinking than
minor changes in the law.

In North Carolina, Cisin said, there is a
"mixed bag" of vague laws passed with
no intention of enforcement. The
passage of a law accomplishes very little
unless it is vigorously and sympathetically
enforced."

Speaking of various hypothesis
concerning alcohol consumption, Robin
Room, a research scientist also from GW
at Berkeley, said only modest laws have
an appreciable effect on drinking. The

6 Color
by Anne Lafferty

Staff Writer

(Editor's note: DTH Staffer Anne
Lafferty visited Johnson C. Smith
University last weekend with nine other
UNC students. The group went to Smith
as part of the Smith-UN- C Exchange, a
program to allow whites and blacks to
live in the other's college culture and gain
insights into the way each lives.
Following is Miss Lafferty 's account of
her experience.)

The tables were turned last weekend
when 10 UNC students journeyed to

Sitterson To Visit Ghana
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their three-da- y stay, attending classes and
eating in the school cafeterias.

Insofar as possible, participants fit into
daily life at the school they were visiting-N- o

special events were planned for the
weekend and most activities just
happened.

And this was the point of the
program: its value lay not in specific
activities but in the awareness which all
gained. This increased understanding
came in seemingly contradictory areas.

Certainly, because of the Exchange,
they are now probably more at ease
around people of another race.

As freshman Margaret Bobo
commented, "Always before they were
my black friends. After the Exchange,
they were my friends."

However, most of us also realized
anew the emphasis that American society
places upon race.

Said another freshman participant,
Libby Henson, "Before I felt that color
didn't matter; I had always gone to
school with blacks and had had black
friends. But when I went to Smith, I

found out that it does."
Everything of which we were made

aware, both at Smith and at UNC, was
made possible by a group of people
willing to engage in frank and
free-wheeli- ng discussion.

Explained senior Linda Ayscue, "It
was a unique "group of people, in that
most of us really knew how we felt about
things and could really come across."
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vice-chancell- or of health affairs, and Dr.
Peter A. Lachenbruch, professor in the
Department of Biostatistics.

The group will be leaving either
Monday or Tuesday and will be gone for
about four days.
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SNACK

BEAT

SAT NOV 21

CHICKEN
2 pieces chicken
baked beans
cole slaw ,

biscuit
honey

Doesna'tt
Johnson C. Smith University and became
a racial minority for three days.

Members of the Smith-UN- C Exchange,
they were hosted at the black institution
while 10 Smith students visited UNC.

Tree-shade- d and dominated by the
memorial buildings typical of most
less-than-wealt- hy private schools,
Johnson C. Smith University lies in the
black community in Charlotte, N.C. and
draws its student body of 1,000 from all
over the United States.

What was the Exchange like?
Educational in the broadest sense of the
word.

As junior Sally Taylor expessed it,
"Overall I think that everyone would :
agree that through the Exchange and
being thrown with someone you've never .

seen, you end up learning a lot about,
yourself."

All the participants in the Exchange
paired with a student from their

school with whom they lived during
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TUESDAY NIGHT
PIZZA SPECIALS

Chicken in the Rough
Steaks vSaladsr3) DELICATESSEN
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fe Sandwiches Beer

1004 W. Main St. m-60- 4l

Downtown Durham 1 Block
From Duke feast Campus
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cent consumes 41 per cent.

A few extra-speci- al

titles among the
BIG BEAUTIES!

Norman Rockwell

The work of America's favorite
illustrator, with text by
the director of the Brooklyn
Museum. A nostalgic look at
America in a beautiful book.
$45.00 until Jan. 1;

$60.00 thereafter

The Jerusalem
Bible, illustrated
by Salvador Dali

This beautiful modern translation
is the work of years of
effort bv distinauished scholars.
and qow it has been complemented
by the powerful art ot
Salvador Dali, bringing a

whole new dimension of
meaningfulness to the Book
of Books. Gift-boxe- d

$39.95

Facing East
The text of James Michener,
the art of Jack Levine.
The entire portfolio consists

j of four original lithographs, v '.

one signed original, many
hand-colore- d reproductions and
woodcuts and the portfolio is
signed by Michener and Levine
The wondrous East in the
eyes of two great "reporters."
$600.00

And browse the limited
editions and special art
portfolios now on display
in the Art Gallery!

THE INTIMATE
BOOKSHOP

Chapel Hill

Open evenings til 10

HOUSE OF CHU
LUNCH MENU

1. E99 Roll Combination Menu.

One Egg Roll Served with:

Chicken Kew Fried Rice 15
Young Chou Fried Rice 1.55

Vegetable Chow Meln 1.95
Shrimp Chow Mein 2.10

2. DoVble.CombfriarkJn Menu."

Sweet a'nd Sour Pork or Shrimp
Served with:

Chicken Kew Fried Rice 1 J 5

Young Chou Fried Rice 1 .7 5

Vegetable Chow Mein 2.10

3. Triple Combination Menu.

Pineapple Beef and Sweet Sour Pork-Serve- d

with: .
x

Chicken Kew Fried Rice 2 JO
Young Chou Fried Rice 135
Vegetable Chow Mein 2 .1 5

Shrimp Chow Mein 2.35

Above Combination Dishes are
Served with Hot or iced Tea

Bow White Rice .25

Coffee or Coke .15

Chancellor J. Carlyle Sitterson and
several officials from the Carolina
Population Center will be traveling to the
University of Ghana next week.

The purpose of the visit is to explore
the possibilities of developing
institutional relations between the
Universith of Ghana, UNC and the
Carolina Population Center, according to
Dr. Moye Feymann, director of the
Carolina Population Center.

Sitterson was invited by the vice
chancellor of the University of Ghana
who visited here last summer.

Other officials making the trip are Dr.
Steven Polgar, assistant director of the
Population Center, Dr. Arden Miller,
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New Titles

Love Story
by Erich Segal .95

Them
by Joyce Carol Oates 1.25

Notes on a Cowardly Lion
by John Lahr 1.25

Diary of a Harlem Schoolteacher
by Jim Haskins .95

The Conspiracy Trial
; edited by Judy Clavir

- A - and John Spitzer 5.50
The Establishment is Alive and

Well in Washington .

by Art Buchwald .95
Why Do They Act That Way

by William Grier and
Price M Cobbs .75

Erotic Fantasies
by Phyllis and Eberhard Kronhauser

1.75
The Intercom Conspiracy

. by Eric Ambler .95
The French

by Sanche de Gramont 1.25
The End of the Draft

by Theodore Reeves and Karl Hess
1.95

The Moving Target
by Ross MacDonald .75

The Great White Hope
by Howard Sackler .95

Listen to the Mockingbird
by S. J. Perelman . 2.45-- .

Upstairs at the Intimate

WALE

BULTACO - KAWASAKI

Nswfic Used Modsls
Comprising the
Triangle Area $

Largest Selection
505 M. Msnguni St.

DURHAM - 633-752- 5

Frl.. 9-- 0 Set f!-- '"

SERVICE - OUR SPECIALTY

I OPEN FRIDAY

AN AfHirALJADE

SERVOMATION MATHAIS

300,000 Human Beings have perished in a cyclone catastrophe in East
Pakistan. There are at least that number without food, without shelter,
without warmth. They need all the help' they can get. THEY NEED YOUR
HELP.

hope all North Carolinians who are able to do so will respond generously

and promptly to this great human need. A tragedy of such proportion needs
' and deserves the sympathy and support of men everywhere.

. J. Carlyle Sitterson
Chancellor

PLEASE SUPPORT THE RELIEF FUND '

'
SEND YOUR URGENTLY NEEDED DONATIONS TO:

East Pakistan Relief Fund
NCNB
P.O. Box 570
Chapel Hill, N.C. 27514

Just Arrived at Kemp's Rings, Pendants, Earbobs.
Genuine Oriental Jade in various colors & hues

AND REASONABLY PRICED.
ALSO: Famous KANCHENJUNGA

MOONSTONE JEWELS
In Pendants and Earbobs.

Carved by Tibetan Monks in Gangtok, Sikkim and
Distributed in America by

the MAHA BODHI SOCIETY
ONLY AT KEMP'S SHOP

114 Henderson Street
Chapel Hill, N. C

(Just Past Record Bar)
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"AUTHENTIC MANDARIN
COOKING"

1404 E. Franklin St
929-74S- 3

LUNCH 11:30-2:0- 0

DINNER 5:00-10:0-0

CLOSED MONDAYS

HONDA B?.?W -

Open

PROFESSIONAL

NOW! p2 Z0 fc3n
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